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Microsoft Excel gets Reporting Tool
Analysis vs. Reporting
So which is a better reporting tool, Tableau or Power BI?” That’s a trick
question. They are both excellent analysis tools, but neither is a reporting tool.
Reporting goes beyond slicing and dicing data and includes building the most
detailed business models, account reconciliations, prescribed forms, and
ad-hoc reports. Reporting is the presentation layer that precedes analysis and
consumes much more time and resources. BI applications have always been
developed for analysis and have never catered to reports. Even among people
selling business analytics, business intelligence, and ﬁnancial planning and
analysis software, you always hear the singing of Excel’s praises.
Most ﬁnancial organizations spend 80% of the time producing reports and
20% performing analysis yet spend willingly on BI solutions but pay no
attention to reporting tools. No BI application that I have worked with can
produce ﬁnancial statements, amortization waterfalls, cash ﬂow projections, or
in general, help with month-end close reporting. This is why most BI
applications have ‘Export to Excel’ functionality – because they don’t have the
ﬁnesse needed to get the job done here.

The Power of Excel
Power Query and Power Pivot are no doubt the best things to happen to Excel
in the past 20 years. These additions took Excel from a spreadsheet application to a full-on Business Intelligence application. With Power Query, end users
can perform extract, transform, and load functions with clicks of the mouse,
mashing together data from any number of data sources, including web sources. Combining data from monthly forecast spreadsheets with data directly from
your ERP and CRM systems is now simple.
With Power Pivot, end users can create data models to organize Power Query
data for easy analysis. To obtain the same functionality before Power Pivot,
you needed to produce datamarts using SQL Analysis Services whose learning
curve is way too steep for a typical end-user. Power Pivot, on the other hand,
gives users the same data modeling capability at the fraction of the time investment.

Something is Still Missing
For Excel to become a fully capable reporting tool requires it to overcome a
couple of last hurdles. Excel can only display data in pivot tables (matrix
format) or other similar variations. Pivot tables are cross-tabulations very useful
for analysis to see sales by salesperson, or labor by project, or total by
account. But they are not eﬀective in producing and automating ﬁnancial
statements, account reconciliations, cash ﬂow projections, and other complex
business models organizations absolutely need. Producing these types of
reports requires more than cross-tabulations and a more sophisticated report
canvas than a grid.

Power Report

Power Report for Microsoft Excel automates the most complex reports and
business models at the end-user level. Power Report ﬂips the script on data.
Start with a report template pulled directly from the web and populate it with
data connected directly to your data sources using simple drag and drop
functions. Add in some slicers, and the same report becomes completely
dynamic - part report, part dashboard. Create custom calculated measures,
custom and dynamic member sets, date intelligence aggregations, and other
data elements without learning complex formulas or scripts, and all without
leaving your report.
Power Report is creating a fundamental shift in how Excel will be utilized in the
future. It is a great achievement in terms of closing a technology gap that
exists between stored data and ﬁnancial reporting.
Unfortunately, “Finance is slow to adapt,” says Sanjay Sehgal, global
enterprise performance management practice leader at The Hackett Group.
“But young kids — who’ve had iPhones and iPads — are coming into ﬁnancial
organizations and perceiving them as IT museums. Young kids don’t want to
be hand jamming 18-page spreadsheets. Organizations that get this right, and
get this right quickly, will win in the market and the talent within the
marketplace.”
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Power Report Beneﬁts Summary
Power Report works hand-in-hand with PowerQuery, PowerPivot, and
PowerBI. It is designed to work equally well with SSAS Multi-dimensional
and Azure Analysis Services.
Easy to use, perfect for the end-users – no data-dumping, complicated
formulas or scripting language needed – only simple click, drag, drop
functions.
Easy to implement – Download and have your ﬁrst report complete in 1 to
2 hours.
Aﬀordable – Priced so that everyone can own it.
Scalable – Can be used by any size company, from any industry or
vertical.

Download a free trial today or sign up for a guided demo.
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